Abstract. The paper defines a formal semantics for MSC scenarios that is a weakening of the state semantics from [6] , whilst permitting some additional semantics in the spirit of Live Sequence Charts (LSCs) [4] . The semantics here differs from that of LSCs in that mandatory behaviour is defined dynamically within the domain of possible scenarios. This permits a semantics which uses domain knowledge to define when compositions of imprecise requirements are valid. This has been implemented by Motorola UK Research Labs, and is being used in a pilot study for a new telecommunications mobile 3G handset.
Annotated Events
Industrial MSC [7] scenarios have rather imprecise compositional semantics. The paper describes a weakening of standard model synthesis semantics ( [1] , [3] , [6] ) that permits valid composition of imprecise scenario specifications. This work has been applied to industrial requirements specifications in Motorola case studies.
Consider the leftmost MSC in figure 1 , which is a requirements scenario for a wireless mobile handset. This describes how a WAP 'Browser' process downloads a Java application iteratively from the 'Air Interface' process until it receives the 'EOF' message, or it detects that the file is corrupted.
The extended hexagonals are MSC condition symbols that describe which operational phase is active at any time. We will refer to them as phase symbols from now on. Phase symbol labels will be identified with propositional boolean formulae in the paper.
An MSC defines a partial order semantics on the order that system events can be observed to occur. A message m is translated into a send event !m and a receive event ?m.
Definition 1 Define T (P ) to be the set of traces generated by the process P in an MSC
M .
An event x in an MSC M occurs in the scope of phase symbol u if the first phase symbol prior to x within the process it belongs to is u. Let P be the set of phase symbols associated with an MSC M , and let ψ be a map that defines the set of phase names for each symbol. I.e. ψ : P −→ 2
Ph
, where Ph is the set of phase names. Where E is the set of events for an MSC M , let φ : E −→ Ph be the function that maps each event e to the set of phases it belongs to, that is the set ψ(u), where e is in the scope of u. 
where e 0 , . . . , e n is an event trace of P , S i ⊆ Ph, φ(e i ) = S i , and S n+1 is the last phase for process P in the scenario M .
Each triple in a phase trace is referred to as an annotated event.
Dynamic Constraints
A temporal model T consists of a directed graph G, with vertex labelling ν : G V −→ 2 Ph , edge labelling ε : G E −→ E, and some vertex i that represents the initial moment. Temporal formulae are defined as usual:
e φ iff there is an edge (v, w) ∈ G E such that ε(v, w) = e, and T, w φ -T, v [e]φ iff for every edge (v, w) ∈ G E where ε(v, w) = e, T, w φ -T, v φ iff T, v φ and T, w φ for every edge (v, w) ∈ G E -T, v ♦φ iff there is some vertex w reachable from v such that T, w φ
The satisfiability of ordinary boolean formulae is defined as usual. Formula φ is satisfied in T when T, i φ. φ is valid when it is satisfied in every model, when we write φ.
Definition 3
For a set S ⊆ Ph, define S = x∈S x. For a phase trace t = (S, e, S )· t , define its temporal semantics as
A context C is any temporal formulae over P and E.
A temporal context controls how phases are related across the requirements scenarios.
Definition 4
For context C we define phase trace t to match phase trace t when
Intuitively t matches t if after some initial delay, t becomes the same as t within the context defined by C.
Definition 5
Let a = (S, e, S ) be an annotated event. When C ⇒ ( S ⇒ S ) define a to be a phase transition event.
Define a phase transition trace to be a trace of annotated events terminating with a phase transition event.
Let t 1 be the phase transition trace of the phase trace t 0 consisting of t 1 = ({Inactive}, ?activate, {Inactive}) ({Inactive}, !ack, {Inactive}) ({Inactive}, ?load(URL), {Active}) In the rightmost MSC of figure 1 the initial annotated event of process 'Browser' is t 2 = ( {Inactive}, ?load(URL), {Load File}).
From this we can prove ([load(URL)](Active ⇒ 'LoadFile )) ⇒ ( t 1 ⇒ ♦ t 2 ).
Phase transition simulation
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Fig. 3. Phase Transition Process Algebra
For annotated events a = (S, e, S ) and b = (U, g, U ) define a C b when e = g, C ⇒ ( U ⇒ S) and C ⇒ ( U ⇒ S ). Define P to simulate process Q within context C, written as P C Q, if ∀a such that Q a −→ Q there is some a where P a −→ P such that a C a and P C Q . For annotated events a i and phase trace t = a 0 · a 1 · · · a n−1 , let P t −→ P denote that there are processes P i , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, such that P i ai −→ P i+1 , P 0 = P and P n = P . Definition 6 Define P to simulate the phase transitions of process Q within context C, written as P C Q, when the following holds. For all phase transition traces t such that Q t −→ Q , and for all phase traces τ that match t, whenever there is a process P such that P τ −→ P then P C Q .
Definition 7
Let {M i | 0 ≤ i ≤ n} be a set of scenarios, let Q i be a process from M i for each i. That is each Q i defines exactly the observed behavior of one process in scenario M i .
We define process P to be the phase transition representation of processes Q i when P C Q i for each i. Define the overlaps of P to be those phase transition traces of P that are not contained in any of the Q i .
Phase Transition Processes
In figure 3 we briefly describe a process algebra that defines how to synthesise a phase transition representation from a set of processes described by the requirements scenarios.
Let A be the set of annotated events. Let η C : A −→ B be a boolean valued function that defines when an annotated event is a phase transition. That is η C (S, e, S ) = t when C ⇒ ( S ⇒ S ). For annotated events a = (S, e, S ) and b = (U, e, U ) define a ∪ b = (S ∪ U, e, S ∪ U ).
Proposition 8 Given a set Q of processes Q i from requirements scenarios
is a phase transition representation of Q. Where | is defined by the axioms of figure 3 . If P is another phase transition representation of Q, then P C P . That is P is canonical up to simulation equivalence. Define P to be the phase transition process for Q. Figure 2 describes one of the overlaps given by the phase transition process of the 'Browser' processes in figure 1.
Definition 9
A phase automaton consists of a set of events E, states P and transitions from P × E × P. A phase automaton also has a function ψ : P −→ 2
Ph

.
Given a process that has annotated events for actions, we can translate it into a phase automaton consisting of the following state transitions. Each action transition P a −→ P , where a = (S, e, S ), defines a state transition u e −→ u for each u ∈ ψ −1 (S), and u ∈ ψ −1 (S ).
Proposition 10
The phase automaton of a phase transition process is always finite. In general the phase transition process P is built by joining together specification scenario processes wherever there is a match between phase transition traces. The process algebra of figure 3 captures this idea formally.
For an annotated event a = (S, e, S ) let * a = e. Let P be a process that has annotated events as actions. Let A be a state machine that accepts some subset of E * . Define A P , if for all P a −→ P there is some A * a −→ A such that A P . That is when reduced to a process over plain events P can be simulated by A in the usual sense.
Proposition 11 Let P be the phase transition representation of a set of processes Q i from MSC scenarios M i , where the temporal context C is a tautology.
Let A be the state chart of the Q i processes defined according to the semantics of [6] where each set of phase names attached to a phase symbol from the M i is mapped to a unique state name. Then A P
Conclusions
